NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR TAG AVIATION CLIENTS AIRCRAFT ACQUISITION SERVICE
News / Business aviation

There are companies where you can ask almost every question, ask for so many different
services, being always sure of the quality and attitude you will be treated with. As I once
defined for myself this company - isle of stability. Stability in the constant development of
offer, constant improvement of quality.
So it's a pleasure to find out about one more opportunity for clients, one more service
added to a wide portfolio. Welcome Aircraft Acquisition Services by TAG Aviation.
Whether considering the purchase of a private jet for the first time, or for existing owners
wishing to replace their current aircraft, the newly launched Aircraft Acquisition service
from TAG Aviation will help guide prospective owners through the entire process when
making important choices and decisions.
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As one of the world’s largest aircraft operators TAG Aviation offers extensive experiencein
the purchasing, management and maintenance all aircraft types and is uniquely placed to
work with clients to provide support on the all-important areas associated with the
purchase of a new or pre-owned aircraft whatever the size, which frequently brokers and
dealers cannot offer.
TAG’s expert team will undertake a comprehensive acquisition analysis for every client to
establish individual aircraft requirements and from there will evaluate the market and help
to choose the most suitable aircraft type. This includes considering important factors such
as budget range, maintenance schedules, charter potential and typical study routes.
In partnership with an extensive network of aviation contacts TAG can evaluate all available
aircraft types both on and off the market and guide every prospective purchaser through the
process of any necessary regulatory tasks, as well as examining operating costs, finance options
and even tax implications to ensure that all aircraft are in line with ownership expectations and
budgetary considerations.
“I am very happy to be able to introduce our new Aircraft Acquisition service to both existing and
new clients who are expressing great interest in TAG helping them to find the right aircraft for their
needs”, said Florent Sériès, Vice President Sales and Marketing, TAG Aviation Europe. “Our
comprehensive range of services, technical expertise and industry connections are unparalleled
and will assure every client that they will get the best aircraft at the best price and always to the
highest possible standard across the board.”
Purchasing the right aircraft requires specialist knowledge to make the process of acquisition as
streamlined as possible. With TAG’s unrivalled reputation as a strong and trustworthy advocate
within the aviation industry for over five decades clients can rest assured of a significant
advantage at any negotiation table.
To enquire about TAG Aviation’s Aircraft Acquisition Service please contact: Florent Sériès, TAG
Aviation Europe.
Email: fseries@tagaviation.com
Telephone: +41 22 717 0848/ +41 79 963 6968
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